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Abstract

High‐temperature annealing, known as Tabula Rasa (TR), proves to be an effective

method for dissolving oxygen precipitate nuclei in n‐Cz silicon and makes this

material resistant to temperature‐induced and process‐induced lifetime degradation.

Tabula Rasa is especially effective in n‐Cz wafers with oxygen concentration

>15 ppma. Vacancies, self‐interstitials, and their aggregates result from TR as a

metastable side effect. Temperature‐dependent lifetime spectroscopy reveals that

these metastable defects have shallow energy levels ~0.12 eV. Their concentrations

strongly depend on the ambient gases during TR because of an offset of the thermal

equilibrium between vacancies and self‐interstitials. However, these metastable

defects anneal out at typical cell processing temperatures ≥850°C and have little

effect on the bulk lifetime of the processed cell structures. Without dissolving

built‐in oxygen precipitate nuclei, high‐temperature solar cell processing severely

degrades the minority carrier lifetimes to below 0.1 millisecond, while TR‐treated

n‐Cz wafers after the cell processing steps exhibit carrier lifetimes above

2.2 milliseconds.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In this work, we identify the physical mechanisms behind the

thermally induced degradation (TID) throughout the solar cell process

using n‐Cz Si wafers. In contrast with p‐type Cz wafers common to the

mainstream PV industry, n‐Cz wafers do not exhibit light‐induced deg-

radation (LID), and are considerably more resistant to recombination

introduced by transition metal impurities. Yet, boron diffusion, used

to create the p‐n junction for n‐Cz wafers, requires higher process

temperatures and longer times than its phosphorus diffusion analog

process in p‐Cz wafers. Bulk carrier lifetimes degrade strongly during

the high‐thermal budget part of the boron emitter formation, namely

a deep drive‐in performed typically near 980°C.1 If theTID is mitigated

in n‐Cz Si, one could anticipate reaching cell efficiencies above 24%, as

record efficiencies in cells with deep boron emitter on n‐FZ wafers

with high (multiple millisecond) photocarrier lifetime are reported as

high as 25.7%.2
wileyonlinelibrary.co
To mitigate the TID in n‐Cz, Walter et al3 proposed short thermal

anneals prior to cell processing known as Tabula Rasa (TR).4 Oxygen

precipitates, especially decorated with Fe, were identified by Murphy5

as recombination sources associated with TID in both n‐type and

p‐type Cz silicon. Recently, Basnet et al have shown that the

elimination of oxygen precipitate nuclei through TR along with the

removal of impurities through phosphorus gettering can lead to

significantly improved bulk lifetimes of upgraded metallurgical grade

(UMG) silicon wafers.6

In this work, we show that in general the degradation in the bulk

minority carrier lifetime in n‐Cz Si, provided the solar cell processing is

sufficiently uncontaminated, is governed by the point defects, both

built‐in from the Czochralski growth and introduced by or mitigated

by thermal process steps. High lifetime n‐type Cz‐Si contains

interstitial oxygen [Oi] in excess of 5.0×1017 cm−3. During the lengthy

cool‐down of the n‐Cz Si ingot, grown‐in intrinsic point defects

(vacancies and their agglomerates) react with interstitial oxygen to
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form oxygen precipitate nuclei (OPN). And, during cell processing

above 900°C, they develop into 10 to 100 nm size O precipitates.

Tabula Rasa annealing before the cell process dissolves all OPN that

are below critical size at the temperature of TR (typically above

1000°C). This critical size is larger at higher temperature.7 This

returning to a “clean slate” of the n‐Cz Si with atomically dispersed

interstitial Oi considerably delays repeated nucleation and growth of

the OPNs during the cell process at high thermal budget. We observe

that this dissolution is accompanied by the formation of other,

metastable defects, whose electronic properties are studied here.

We also show that these metastable defects are not related to oxygen

impurity concentration, and more importantly, they do not affect TR's

beneficial suppression of oxygen precipitation because of TID during

the solar cell process. Moreover, we show that external impurity

gettering is further facilitated by the TR treatment.
FIGURE 2 PL images of 3 n‐Cz wafer quarters immediately after TR
and 1 witness quarter without TR. TR in N2/O2 1:1 mixture; TR in N2;

TR in O2; no TR. iVOC values measured with a Sinton Instruments
WCT‐120 are noted in the figure
2 | EXPERIMENTAL

TheTR anneals are performed in a conventional hot‐wall tube furnace

at 1100°C for 10 minutes. The tube furnace has either a N2, O2, or a

mixture of N2 and O2 as a gas ambient with a constant flow set at

approx. 3.0 L/minute. The furnace is a Tempress model 203‐6, and

the loading and unloading of the wafers into and from the hot zone

are done manually with a quartz push rod.

The wafers selected for these experiments are all n‐type Cz, phos-

phorus‐doped specified at 2 to 4 Ω cm, and <100> orientation.

156 mm pseudosquares are cleaved into individual pieces (quarters)

approximately 60 mm × 60 mm and received Piranha and a full RCA

clean. By subjecting individual quarters from the same wafer to differ-

ent treatments and processing, we are able to avoid wafer‐to‐wafer

and ingot‐to‐ingot variations. The wafers in Figures 1 and 4 are

high‐lifetime PV‐grade wafers with Oi concentration of ~15 ppma

(7.5 × 1017 cm−3). Three individual quarter wafers receive a TR‐pre-

treatment with pure N2, 1:1 N2/O2, or a pure O2 gas ambient, respec-

tively. The fourth quarter wafer (no‐TR samples in Figures 2 and 5) is

held back from any TR pretreatment for evaluation of the original

wafer's as‐received lifetime and implied open‐circuit voltage (iVOC).

Subsequent to each of the TR pretreatments, the wafer quarters

are processed with a thermal budget matching the 2‐step process of
FIGURE 1 Thermal processing sequence profile that wafers are
subjected to: TR high‐T pretreatment (left) and thermal process
identical to B‐emitter formation and deep drive‐in [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
a deep diffused boron emitter similar to that of TOPCon cell on

n‐FZ by Richter et al.2 The summary thermal process sequence for

the wafers (including TR treatment) is shown in Figure 1.

Our process thermally mimics the deep B emitter process

sequence and is performed in an inert N2 ambient and in 1‐continuous

step, without any BBr3 flow. As shown in Section 3, this thermal

treatment induces TID because of the growth of OPN into highly

recombination‐active oxygen precipitates, without an additional

impurity gettering effect by B. In our experiment, the impurities are

separately post‐gettered by POCl3 process described below.

After each of the wafer sections are subjected to the B thermal

budget, their surfaces are prepared with a full RCA cleaning

procedure, and then passivated with ~15 nm of Al2O3 via atomic layer

deposition by a Beneq TFS‐200 system. This ALD process used TMA

and H2O as the process gases, and deposition is performed at

200°C, and with gas pulses of 300 milliseconds. Following the film

deposition of Al2O3, we anneal all the wafers at 400°C in 10% H2/

90% N2 forming gas to activate the atomic hydrogen and chemically

passivate the surfaces of each wafer. Once passivated, the wafers

are then measured and analyzed with a Sinton WCT‐120 to establish

implied open‐circuit voltage (iVOC) and also minority carrier bulk

lifetime (τbulk). The iVOC value is determined at absorbed photon flux

equivalent to 1 sun, and the lifetime is determined as “high injection

bulk lifetime” from the intercept of the inverse photocarrier lifetime‐

injection level curve. Temperature‐dependent lifetime spectroscopy

is performed on the same WCT‐120 instrument equipped with a

temperature‐controlled stage. Photoluminescence (PL) imaging is also

performed to reveal spatial information of the material quality.

To explore the effect of oxygen content (Figure 6) on the TID, we

compare n‐Cz wafers from 2 ingots with [Oi] concentrations of 11.8

and 15.9 ppma, while their as‐received resistivity and thickness are

similar (2‐4 Ω cm, 170‐180 μm). These wafers were chemically

cleaned, TR‐treated, and thermally postprocessed in the same way

as the wafers in Figures 2 and 5. The whole treatment ends with the

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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thermal budget of a deep B drive‐in and iVOC, τbulk, and PL

measurements. Following that, the 2 wafers with different [Oi] have

their Al2O3 layers stripped in dilute HF and then subjected to a

phosphorus gettering process with a bubbled POCl3 source. This

gettering was performed in a separate hot‐wall tube furnace at

650°C for 120 minutes. Once gettered, these wafer quarters are

etched in 25% KOH to remove the top 5 μm of heavily P‐doped

material, then receive an RCA cleaning, and the new surfaces are

passivated with Al2O3 followed by a forming gas anneal activation.

iVOC and τbulk are again measured with WCT‐120, and PL is imaged.
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Photocarrier lifetime change immediately after
Tabula Rasa

The photoluminescence images of the n‐Cz material immediately after

TR are shown in Figure 2. We see that the TR annealing process

decreases photocarrier lifetime in n‐Cz wafers as evidenced by
FIGURE 3 TDLS plot of n‐type Si wafer samples after TR in N2. Solid
black circles: n‐Cz sample subjected to N2 TR of Figure 1. Open black
circles: n‐FZ wafer after the same N2 TR. Solid portions of the lines are
linear fits within 110 to 200°C range
darkening of the PL and drop in the measured iVOC. Specifically, the

sample subjected to a N2 TR pretreatment severely degrades, resulting

in a 129 mV decrease of iVOC from its as‐received state of 729 mV.

Next, we investigate the mechanism behind the lifetime degrada-

tion in the N2‐treated material. We use the temperature‐dependent

lifetime spectroscopy (TDLS)8 to identify the dominant defect respon-

sible for this behavior. Figure 3 is an Arrhenius plot of the minority

carrier lifetime to temperature ratio at a low injection level of

approximately 1014 cm−3. In addition to a n‐Cz sample annealed with

the identical conditions as the “N2 TR” sample of Figure 1, the

technique was also applied to a n‐FZ material witness, resulting in

similar degradation as seen in Figure 3, left. These FZ results resemble

those of Grant et al9 in nitrogen‐doped FZ wafers with the important

difference of processing in an inert environment in our case. The linear

portion of the plot8 for the n‐Cz sample corresponds to a shallow

defect with an energy level of 0.11 ± 0.03 eV. Similarly, a shallow

defect level of 0.14 ± 0.03 eV is observed in the n‐FZ material as well.

These energy levels can be close to either conduction or valence band

edges, because TDLS is not selective to the particular band edge.

These observations suggest that the defects responsible are

unlikely to be associated with deeper metallic impurities.10 Rather,

intrinsic defects such as interstitials, vacancies, and their complexes

appear as viable candidates. In addition, very similar defect properties

in n‐Cz and n‐FZ samples suggest that the defect in question is not

related to oxygen that is prevalent in Cz‐Si.

Intrinsic point defects are known to be metastable at elevated

temperatures.8 To test this, and to exclude energetically‐shallow

metallic impurities, we subject the n‐FZ samples identically processed

to the N2 TR sample of Figure 2 to an 850°C/30‐minute annealing in

forming gas. Indeed, the degraded lifetime rebounds, as shown in

Figure 4 by considerably brighter PL after the FGA.

Because no gettering agent such as phosphorus was involved, this

further confirms that the defects are intrinsic and metastable rather

than metallic impurities. These will likely be eliminated because of ther-

mal budget of cell processing, leading to final high lifetime cell wafer.
3.2 | Photocarrier lifetime improvement after Tabula
Rasa and thermal budget of B‐diffused cell process

Next, we subject the samples from Figure 2 to the B‐emitter formation

thermal budget, the most challenging part of the diffused n‐type cell

process, because of O precipitation. Figure 5 shows the PL images
FIGURE 4 PL images of n‐FZ samples
processed identically to N2 TR sample of
Figure 1. Left: Immediately after N2 TR. Right:
After forming gas anneal at 850°C for
30 minutes subsequent to N2 TR
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of samples with various TR pretreatments (or no TR) after the B diffu-

sion and deep drive‐in thermal budget (see Section 2).

Notably, the iVOC of the N2 TR‐treated sample has increased

significantly after the B process from the state shown in Figure 2

whereas the no TR sample degrades down to 628 mV, making it

unsuitable for high efficiency device manufacturing. The PL of the no

TR sample reveals recombination‐active regions forming a ring‐like

pattern. This is characteristic of O precipitation into P and L bands

by Oi and multivacancies (nanovoids).11 InTR‐treated samples, the ring

pattern is barely discernible, and the iVOC is considerably higher. These

results are particularly similar to the observations of Basnet et al in

their study of TR on UMG Si.6 Slight differences in iVOC (barely beyond

the measurement error of ~2 mV), however, are seen in the samples
FIGURE 5 Photoluminescence images of n‐Cz wafer quarters of
Figure 1 after the thermal budget of B diffusion and deep drive‐in.
The “no‐TR” quarter is from a nominally identical wafer that was not
treated with TR before the B diffusion and deep drive‐in thermal
budget

FIGURE 6 Top: Plot of iVOC values after
emitter thermal budget (black closed‐circle
symbols) and after subsequent phosphorus
gettering (open‐square symbols) in “high‐Oi”/
15.9 ppma (left) and “low‐Oi”/11.8 ppma
(right) samples. The x‐axis table categorically
denotes the different TR treatments before
processing. Bottom: PL images of high Oi (left)
and low Oi (right) wafers taken after different
TR treatments as noted, followed by a thermal
treatment equivalent to boron diffusion and
deep dopant emitter drive‐in. The inlayed PL
image of non‐TR‐treated high Oi sample taken
with an extended (15X) exposure reveals the
characteristic recombination‐active “swirl
pattern”
that underwent any TR pretreatment. Vacancy‐injecting N2 treatment

appears somewhat less effective because of possible residual void

formation by vacancy agglomeration.11,12 In contrast, interstitial‐

injecting O2 treatment leads to the highest iVOC after the cell process.

We now explore the effect of TR on n‐Cz wafers of 2 distinctly dif-

ferent interstitial oxygen concentrations: (1) the “low Oi” wafer at

11.8 ppma and (2) “high Oi” wafer at 15.9 ppma. It is worth noting that

our low Oi wafers are exceptionally low in oxygen, approaching the

practical lower limit of Oi in Si during the Cz crystal growth. Both

wafers were quartered and subjected to variousTR treatments slightly

differed from those in Figure 2: noTR; TR in N2; TR in O2; TR in O2 with

extended cool down time of 90 minutes (“EX TR” in Figure 6). After

that, all the samples underwent thermal process equivalent to the B

diffusion and deep drive‐in (without an actual in‐diffusion of boron).

Table 1 shows the concentrations of interstitial oxygen [Oi] and

substitutional carbon [Cs], measured in as‐received state.

Notably, the low Oi wafers show significantly higher [Cs] than the

high Oi wafers. Another important difference is thermal donor activity

in as‐received high Oi wafers. This is evidenced by ~3× wafer

resistivity increase after TR treatment, which eliminates the thermal

donors. Lengthy anneals near 450°C are known to create thermal

donors,13 which likely resemble the thermal history of our n‐Cz ingots.

In contrast, the thermal donor contribution to active dopants in low Oi

wafer is small, likely because of its low oxygen content that sensitively

affects thermal donor creation rate especially near 500°C.13 The mea-

sured lifetime and iVOC values discussed below take into account the

wafer resistivity changes because of thermal donors.
TABLE 1 Interstitial oxygen [Oi] and substitutional carbon [Cs] con-

centrations in “high Oi” and “low Oi” wafers, along with wafer resis-
tivity values before and after the Tabula Rasa treatment

n‐Cz Wafer [Oi] (ppma) [Cs] (ppma) Rbefore (Ω cm) Rafter (Ω cm)

High Oi 15.9 0.13 2.91 8.6

Low Oi 11.8 1.10 1.74 1.8



FIGURE 7 Injection‐dependent lifetime spectra of n‐Cz material
measured with Sinton PCD. Tabula Rasa (or absence of), conditions
are marked on the graph. Solid square markers on the curves
represent the lifetime at 1‐sun iVOC, and the solid circle markers
represent lifetime at VMPP. Because of the extremely low lifetimes
observed in the “high Oi‐no TR” sample, the PCD analysis was unable
to calculate a valid lifetime at VMPP [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 6 shows the iVOC after TR + boron emitter thermal budget

(black closed‐circle symbols). Consistent with the results from

Figures 2–5, we observe pronounced improvement in iVOC in the

cases when TR was applied to the wafers prior to the aggressive

thermal budget. The effect is most pronounced in the high Oi case,

which is consistent with higher oxygen content that critically

influences the O precipitate formation.4

The PL images in Figure 6 show the effect of TR treatment in both

wafers. Without TR treatment, the high Oi wafer degrades significantly

more than the low Oi wafer. Whereas, withTR treatment, the resulting

iVOC values are at least 670 mV, shown also in Figure 6 by black

closed‐circle symbols. The no‐TR sample of the high Oi wafer exhibits

recombination‐active centers forming a characteristic swirl pattern,

similar to the no‐TR sample of Figure 6. The results of Figure 6 confirm

that TR suppresses the oxygen‐related TID by the cell processing

sequence, especially in wafers with higher oxygen content.

Finally, we explore the efficacy of external gettering in wafers with

TR, which can be impeded by the oxygen precipitates. For example,

Zhang et al report an effective binding energy of 0.80 eV14 between

oxide precipitates and the gettered Fe impurities. Murphy et al have

shown that these Fe‐decorated precipitates have very high recombina-

tion activity, with large associated capture cross sections for both

electrons and holes.5 By eliminating precipitates, we expect the exter-

nal gettering to improve, resulting in enhanced photocarrier lifetime.

When phosphorus gettering is applied (open symbols in Figure 6),

we observe a significant increase in iVOC and bulk lifetime in all TR‐

treated samples, resulting in iVOC as high as 719 mV and bulk lifetime

as high as 2.25 milliseconds. The material is almost revived to its as‐

received state (725 and 729 mV for high Oi and low Oi wafers, respec-

tively). This observation is consistent with lower external gettering of

Fei in the presence of O precipitates. In contrast, the no‐TR, O‐precip-

itated high‐Oi witness sample still shows an iVOC < 600 mV and bulk

lifetime of ~200 microseconds after external gettering. Whereas, the

no‐TR, low‐Oi witness sample is more responsive to gettering, yet

the resulting iVOC of 700 mV is still 19 mV less than both N2 and O2

TR samples of the same wafer.

Figure 7 shows lifetime injection level curves in high‐Oi and low

Oi after the external gettering, with lifetime injection level data points

marked for the implied open‐circuit voltage condition iVOC (squares)

and implied maximum power point condition iVMPP (circles).

As seen from Figure 7, the highest lifetime at implied maximum

power point condition is achieved in the high Oi wafer with TR pre-

treatment (above 2 milliseconds). The flatness of the lifetime injection

level curve at lower injection levels indicates no significant deep

Shockley‐Read‐Hall recombination center that would detrimentally

affect cell performance at injection levels near or below the maximum

power point. In contrast, the high Oi wafer shows a slight decline of

the lifetime at lower injection as well as lower lifetime at the implied

maximum power point.
4 | DISCUSSION

In Figures 2–4, we observe strong variations in bulk carrier lifetime

after TR when performed in different ambients: a relatively small
reduction in lifetime for O2 and very significant one for N2 ambient.

It might appear that TR treatment in inert N2 is unsuccessful or even

detrimental to cell performance. However, we further show that this

is not the case and that TR ultimately improves the carrier bulk lifetime

irrespective of the ambient it was performed (oxidizing or inert); see

Figures 5 and 6. Below, we explain these observations based on the

intrinsic and nature of these defects, a metastable by‐product of TR.

Firstly, these lifetime‐reducing defects because of N2 ambient are

metastable: They anneal out at 850°C for 30 minutes in an inert

ambient (Figure 4). Secondly, the same bulk lifetime degradation is

observed in FZ‐Si (Figure 3), indicating that this phenomenon is not

related to oxygen impurity. Likewise, the effect does not appear to

be linked to any trace impurity. These observations suggest that the

metastable carrier lifetime degradation is related to intrinsic defects:

vacancies, interstitials, and their aggregates.

At the TR temperature of 1100°C, interstitials and vacancies (1)

are continuously generated in the bulk as Frenkel pairs, (2) recombine

in the bulk reforming Si lattice sites, (3) recombine (more precisely,

annihilate) at the wafer surfaces, (4) diffuse, and (5) can be injected

from the surfaces into the bulk because of a chemical reaction (such

as oxidation) with an ambient. In addition, these defects can

agglomerate and form complexes with impurities. Below, we outline

how these processes may explain our results.

In a simplified picture (neglecting defect agglomeration, formation

of complexes, etc.), interstitial and vacancy concentrations CI and CV

are governed by 2 coupled differential equations15 (presented as 1

indexed equation):

∂CI;V

∂t
¼ ∇⋅ DI;V∇CI;V

� �
−KR CICV−C

*
I C

*
V

� �
(1)

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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Here,DI andDV are diffusivities of interstitials or vacancies, respec-

tively, and CI
* and CV

* are their equilibrium bulk concentrations. The

corresponding bimolecular recombination rate KRC
*
I C

*
V
16 is equal to

the Frenkel pair generation rate at bulk equilibrium. Furthermore, the

wafer surfaces introduce boundary conditions (here again represented

by a single indexed equation), that balance the surface injection, surface

recombination, and diffusive fluxes of the respective species (I or V):

gI;V ¼ DI;V∇CI;V ⋅ n
!þ Ksurf I; V (2)

Here, gI and gV are surface injection fluxes for the interstitials and

vacancies and Ksurf I, V are their respective surface recombination

(annihilation) fluxes governed by recombination velocities.

Figure 2 shows that TR performed at 1100°C in O2 degrades the

minority carrier lifetime in the n‐Cz wafer significantly less than TR

performed in an N2 ambient. Because the wafer surface is being oxi-

dized during the TR in O2, additional self‐interstitials are injected into

the bulk17 from the surface source.15,18 This results in factor 4‐5

enhancement CI/CI
* of interstitial concentration within 10 minutes of

oxidation at 1100°C,15 without reaching a steady‐state condition19

in Equation (1). The diffusivities of both vacancies and interstitials

are sufficiently high at the temperature of the TR. Even assuming the

low estimate of DI,V > 10−6 cm2/second over the range of measured

literature values,16,20, both vacancies and self‐interstitials diffuse

through the whole ~200‐μm wafer thickness during TR at 1100°C

for 10 minutes and establish approximately uniform bulk

concentrations. Increased bulk interstitial concentration CI reduces

that of vacancies CV via reducing vacancy bulk recombination lifetime

1/KRCI; see Equation (1). In this process, the product CICV remains

close, but not equal to the equilibrium product CI
*CV

* because due to

the surface injection and recombination (more precisely annihilation),

not all I and V are created, or annihilate, as pairs.15,19 Thus, our TR

treatments in O2 produce a vacancy‐suppressed wafer bulk.

In contrast, whenTR is performed in N2, no interstitial injection is

expected. Under this condition, we find considerable minority carrier

lifetime degradation immediately after the TR treatment. We

performed XPS studies on our N2 TR‐treated wafers and have found

N signal at close to the noise level, indicating negligible nitridation.

We also performed TR in Ar gas environment on a wafer identical to

that of Figure 1. The after‐TR iVOC = 600 mV, the same low value as

for TR in N2 (Figure 2), therefore, inert gas environment during TR

being a key to increased carrier recombination activity in the wafer.

With wafer in inert ambient, we can consider I and V being

generated thermally mostly in the bulk, reaching wafer surfaces by

diffusion and annihilating at the wafer surfaces. The literature values

vary over wide range, some studies suggesting faster diffusion of

interstitials: DI ~10
−4 cm2/second near16 and Dv ~10−5 cm2/second

at 1100°C.21 Faster diffusion of interstitials facilitates their surface

annihilation and lowering of their bulk concentration CI. This, in turn,

leads to the reduction of bulk recombination of vacancies (via the term

KRCICV in Equation (1)) and their higher steady‐state concentrations. A

fraction of steady‐state vacancy concentration is preserved during the

rapid cool down following the TR treatment. Therefore, we suggest

that TR treatments in N2 produce vacancy‐rich wafer bulk that

enhances minority carrier recombination.
Indeed, our shallow defect level measured by TDLS from Figure 3

is consistent with vacancy‐associated hole traps separated from the

valence band of Si by 0.11 to 0.14 eV measured by DLTS.16 This

carrier lifetime degradation occurs both in n‐FZ and in n‐Cz wafers;

thus, it is not related to oxygen impurities.

The metastable nature of this defect (see Figure 4, annealing out

at 850°C) further supports our vacancy hypothesis for degradation

after TR in N2. At 850°C, the intrinsic defect generation in the bulk

is negligibly low, because of the high activation energy for the Frenkel

pair generation (>5 eV for n‐type Si22). On the other hand, even with

low estimate for vacancy diffusion DV ~10−8 cm2/second at this

temperature,20 their diffusion length during 30 minutes at 850°C is

about 40 μm, comparable to half‐wafer thickness. Therefore, most of

the metastable vacancies are able to reach the wafer surface and

annihilate there, if the bulk recombination is suppressed because of

low CI. In the absence of surface injection, this leads to the annealing

of previously created metastable vacancy and interstitial populations,

consistent with negligibly small bimolecular bulk equilibrium

recombination rate KRC
*
I C

*
V
16 at this temperature.

As shown in Figures 5–7, TR has strong beneficial effects on bulk

wafer quality (minority carrier lifetime) after the cell processing steps

that would normally lead to oxygen precipitation and lifetime

degradation. Tabula Rasa performed in different ambient conditions

might modify the frozen‐in vacancy or interstitial concentrations CI

and CV as discussed above, but this is a metastable effect and gets

“erased” as it is annealed out during the cell process at elevated

temperatures ~850°C. Therefore, the main effect of TR—dissolution

of OPN—is independent of theTR ambient (O2, N2). Figures 5–7 show

high final iVOC and minority carrier lifetime values in all TR‐treated

wafers through the subsequent high thermal budget of boron

diffusion. The dissolution of OPN thus appears to be the critical result

of the TR independent of the ambient. As additional conclusion,

performing cell processes in oxidizing ambient is expected to suppress

the O precipitation because of the injection of interstitials to lower

concentrations of vacancies that promote O precipitate growth.12

The oxygen content in n‐Cz wafers significantly affects O

precipitation,4 as demonstrated in Figure 6. However, even the low

Oi Cz wafer still benefits from a TR treatment before the high‐

temperature cell processing budget that simulates deep B drive‐in.

Surprisingly, TR‐treated high Oi wafers show higher lifetimes at

implied maximum power point carrier injection level than the low Oi

wafers. This difference might be attributed to ~8× higher

substitutional carbon content in low Oi wafers. At the same time, this

higher carbon content is still below the approximate threshold of

2 ppma of carbon‐enhanced O precipitation.23

We note the similarity of the results obtained after an actual B

diffusion and deep drive‐in, to an identical thermal treatment without

in‐diffusing boron used in this work. Both approaches confirm that the

thermal‐induced degradation is caused from oxygen precipitation5 and

not the boron diffusion itself. Rather, actual B diffusion likely improves

the final lifetime by external gettering and possibly through the

interstitial‐injecting oxidation as part of B drive‐in. Indeed, we have

demonstrated in our previous work24 a symmetric, passivated B

emitter on TR‐treated n‐Cz wafer with iVOC = 717 mV. A solar cell

structure with passivated, deep B emitter at the front and n+poly‐Si/
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tunneling SiO2 passivated back‐surface field contact on the back,

exhibiting iVOC = 724 mV before metallization.24 This excellent cell

performance is principally enabled by the TR pretreatment, because

without it, the resulting iVOC in both devices was <650 mV because

of the cell process‐degraded bulk. In addition to the above, we have

achieved iVOC = 735 mV on a symmetric, P‐doped poly‐Si/SiO2

passivated BSF contact to the n‐Cz wafer, where the wafer has been

TR‐treated prior to passivated contact fabrication.24 The high iVOC

value confirms that excellent cell performance can be obtained in

TR‐pretreated wafers, provided that some external gettering

mechanism (B and P diffusions, poly‐Si) is in place.

Our Tabula Rasa treatments are performed in a conventional diffu-

sion furnace, therefore can be implemented on industrial scale to

improve the Cz‐Si wafer‐based cell efficiency and process yield. For

example, wafers from the ends of ingots with higher [Oi] and vacancy

concentrations will exhibit less lifetime degradation during high‐

temperature thermal histories, so that a larger portion of the ingot can

be used provided that the “marginal” wafers get Tabula Rasa treatment.
5 | CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that Tabula Rasa performed in any of the

gas‐environments studied makes n‐Cz wafers significantly more resis-

tant against cell process‐induced degradation3 and more responsive to

impurity gettering. Tabula Rasa appears to be accompanied by creation

ofmetastable vacancieswhenperformed in inert (N2) gas ambient. These

defects significantly reduce the minority carrier lifetime. An oxidizing

(O2) gas ambient during TR significantly suppresses these metastable

vacancies, by offsetting the thermal equilibrium concentration of vacan-

cies with oxidation‐injected interstitials.25 Most importantly for solar cell

process, these metastable defects anneal out at typical cell processing

temperatures ~850°C, revealing the essential effect of TR: dissolving

OPN. This dissolution of OPN ultimately leads to enhanced photovoltaic

performance withTR‐treated n‐Czwafers. The beneficial effect of Tabula

Rasa treatment is particularly pronounced in n‐Cz wafers with high

interstitial oxygen content that are more prone to oxygen precipitation.
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